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ABSTRACT Extracting residential areas from historical raster topographic maps benefits to analyze land
type change. The existing algorithms have the shortcomings including easily misidentifying objects and
low positional accuracy of the identified boundary, so we have presented a new automatic recognition
method based on Gabor filter for extracting residential areas from historical raster topographic maps. First,
the method detected the hatched areas using Gabor filter, Gaussian smoothing, binarization, erosion, and an
operation. Afterward, an endpoint of a hatched line on the top of the hatched areas was taken as the starting
point, then tracing a boundary point of the residential area along a hatched line toward northeast 45 degrees
direction using dynamic filling strategy. Second, an adjacent boundary point was traced according to the
pixel value relation of eight neighborhoods by taking the first found boundary point as a starting point.
In the tracking process, removing the noises using the pixel value relation of the neighboring pixels and the
designed strip detector. Ultimately, the residential boundary was obtained. The experiments were carried out
on the samples of three typical areas. The results showed that our method was effective and practical, and
outperformed the previous methods in integrity and positional accuracy of the residential boundary.

INDEX TERMS Residential areas recognition, raster map, Gabor filter, data mining, image processing.

I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, many departments of surveying and mapping geo-
graphic information have stored a large number of digital
raster maps containing rich and valuable geographic infor-
mation such as residential area, topography, vegetation, road
names and so on. Historical maps are unique sources of retro-
spective geographical information [1]. Geographic informa-
tion extracted from historical raster maps can support a wide
range of applications and research areas, for example, land
cover change and biogeography research [2]. However, these
implicit geographic information of raster maps are difficult to
be used for GIS spatial analysis due to inferior graphic quality
and great complexity of maps.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Jiachen Yang.

Figure 1a is an archived historical raster map published
in 1924 by the director general at the ordnance survey office,
Southampton. Its map scale is six inches to one statute mile.
Figure 1b is the remote sensing image obtained from Google
Maps covering the same area of Figure 1a. By manually
comparing Figure 1a and Figure 1b, it is easy to find that most
of the buildings, vegetation and other features have changed
except the St Nicholas Church (Figure 1c). But it is difficult
for a computer to recognize these changes. Generally it is
needed to vectorize the historical raster map and overlay the
vectorization layers with an up-to-date vector topographic
map for land change analysis. If only a few raster maps
are needed for data analysis, the manual map vectorization
method may be adopted, however, this approach is subjective
and time-consuming. If a lot of raster maps are needed for
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FIGURE 1. Example of land cover change around Canewdon Hall Farm:
(a) Raster map published in 1924 (https://maps.nls.uk/view/101457131),
(b) Remote sensing image (http://www.google.cn/maps/@51.
6179934,0.7389461,318m/data=!3m1!1e3?hl=en, Imagery
@2018 DigitalGlobe, Getmapping plc, Infoterra Ltd& Bluesky, The
GeoInformation group, map data @2018 Google), (c) Location of St
Nicholas Church.

vectorization or multiple departments need to vectorize the
map covering the same geographic area, it is necessary to
design auto-recognition algorithms for extracting geographic
information from raster maps to avoid or greatly reduce the
work of artificial vectorization.

Residential area is one of the most important elements of
the topographic map. In 1:10000 or 1:50000 historical raster
topographic map, the residential area was usually represented
by the symbol with hatched 45 degree lines. These residential
areas are scattered, no fixed size and shape, and often con-
nect with other map symbols (Figure 1a), besides the poor
image quality, which make the automatic identification of
such residential areas facing huge challenges. In view of the
fact that the existing methods are prone to appear recognition
errors, the accuracy of recognition boundary positions is not
high and the practicality is poor. To solve this problem, this
paper presents a new method for automatic identification
of hatched residential areas with hatched 45 degree lines in
the raster map. The proposed method adopts the advantage
of Gabor filter for recognizing periodic texture to recog-
nize hatched areas, and presents dynamic filling strategy to
detect the tracking starting point of boundary, according to
the pixel value relationship of neighborhood pixels and the
designed bar detector to eliminate noise. It not only more
accurately identifies the hatched residential areas, but also
greatly reduces processing time by comparing with manual
map vectorization. The significance of our work lies mainly
in two sides: It is helpful to realize the automatic vectorization
of the residential areas in the historical maps and the identi-
fied residential areas are helpful to analyze the change of land
type.

II. RELATED WORK
Information extraction from raster map has been receiv-
ing attention of scholars, for example, extracting contour
lines [3], road intersections [4], forest areas [5] and human
settlements [6], [20]. As early as a decade ago, in order to
realize the vectorization of raster maps, many scholars carried
out the study ofmap object recognition [6]–[12], but few stud-
ies have been done in this area in recent years. Liu Xue et al.
proposed an integrated approach for segmentation and iden-
tification of housing objects in 1998 [6]. This method used
the direction and the spatial interval of the hatched line to
obtain the hatched area, but the identified residential area
was still stuck to other objects and the shape accuracy of
housing was obviously not high. Hao Xiangyang et al. pro-
posed a four-directional RLS (Run-length Smearing) method
for image segmentation in terms of the structural features of
hatched-polygons [7]. All polygons with hatched line were
segmented into black block through four-directional transfor-
mation, after many times of treatment including contraction
transformation, disconnection of adhesions (adhesion is a
symbol object like a road or another object connecting with
the polygon with hatched line), re-expansion transformation
and refinement. This method was easy to mistakenly identify
annotations as the hatched residential areas. The identified
boundary of polygons were incomplete and the position pre-
cision was uncertain. Chen Yang et al. proposed the method
of using Gabor filter to detect the internal hatched line of
residential area in the refined and pruned raster map [12].
This method can easily lead to the accuracy loss of the
boundary position, and the boundary tracking process will
stop when it encounters the sign of adhesion. So a con-
nection processing of disconnect outlines is needed in post-
processing, but whether to successfully connect the adjacent
endpoints of fracture or not depends on a manual search
buffer. Regine Brügelmann constructed a vector template to
detect the hatched texture. The vector template consists of the
travel length of the black and white pixels in the horizontal
direction in the hatched region [9]. The result of literature [9]
also has the deficiencies of large accuracy loss of bound-
ary position and adhesions. It is easy to find all the above
methods can not directly output raster or vector data with
closed boundaries of residential areas. In general, there are
still some deficiencies in the existing methods of raster map
object recognition. In recent years, some scholars proposed
machine learning-based methods for effectively detecting the
buildings from high resolution aerial images [18], [19], while
those methods require a large amount of sample data and long
time for data training. J.H. Uhl et al. adopted the method
using context-based machine learning for extracting human
settlement footprint from historical topographic map [20].
While they used the contemporary building data for collecting
graphic examples and the objects to be recognized were the
color-filled buildings.

In contrast to the previous researches on residential area
identification [7], [9], [12], our approach improves the bound-
ary position accuracy and boundary integrity, and it has
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FIGURE 2. Identification and vectorization of residential areas.

advantages of strong anti-noise ability (it can effectively iden-
tify and remove adhesions) and high degree of automation.

III. RESIDENTIAL AREA AUTOMATIC RECOGNITION
ALGORITHM
A. RESIDENTIAL AREA IDENTIFICATION PROCESS
There are three main steps for automatically identifying res-
idential areas from a color or grayscale raster maps. The
first step is binarization processing of the raster map image.
The second step is to detect and extract the hatched lines of
the residential area. The third step is to track the residen-
tial boundary. The specific procedures and steps shown in
Figure 2. Where image P7 is a backup image of the original
image P1, image P1 will be changed during boundary track-
ing, image T only records the boundary points of residential
areas by drawing pixels and the coordinate text file records
the coordinate values of all the boundary points. The time
complexity of the residential area identification algorithm
is O (n3).

B. GABOR FILTER
The internal hatched lines of residential area appear a kind of
periodic texture structure. To solve the problem of locating
residential areas in the raster map image, we adopted the
two-dimensional Gabor kernel function as a Gabor filter that
is suitable for texture expression to find the position of resi-
dential area. To solve the problem that the Fourier transform
does not have locality, Dennis Gabor took the window func-
tion of the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) as Gaussian
function in 1946 and proposed the Gabor transform [14].
Gabor transform is the optimal STFT, which can provide
both localized information in time domain and frequency
domain. The two-dimensional Gabor filter was first proposed
by Daugman in 1985 [15]. The Gabor filter is a band-pass
filter with frequency and directional selectivity [17], which
has excellent spatial localization and direction selectivity,
and can acquire the spatial frequency of multiple directions
and local structural features in the local area of image [16].
It can be regarded as the product of a Gaussian function and a
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FIGURE 3. The schematic diagram of detecting hatched line: (a) the
binary image, (b) the filtered image, (c) the filtered image is successively
processed by Gaussian smoothing, binarization and erosion, (d) the
clipped hatched lines, (e) the extracted hatched lines expressed in white.

sine plane wave [17]. The two-dimensional Gabor transform
belongs to the windowed Fourier transform, which essence
is to conduct two-dimensional convolution using Gabor ker-
nel function for the image. The mathematical expression of
two-dimensional Gabor kernel function is shown in formula
(1− 3) [17].

g(x, y;λ, θ, φ, σ, γ ) = exp
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i
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+ φ

))
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The imaginary part is expressed in formula (3)
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where x
′

= x cos θ + y sin θ, y
′

= −xsinθ + y cos θ , λ
represents the wavelength of the sine plane wave in the Gabor

FIGURE 4. Several key points for tracking boundary: (a) the location
(/coordinate) of the first white pixel denoted by red point, (b) p0 and q1,
(c) partial figure of (b) showing the traced connection point p2.

FIGURE 5. Single pixel noise on boundary.

FIGURE 6. Spatial position relationships between two adjacent points.

kernel function (the frequency of the sine plane wave is
f= 1/λ). The valid value should be greater than 2 pixels.
θ indicates the direction of Gabor filter (it corresponds to
the direction of the internal hatched line in the residential
area), and it has a range of 0 to 360 degrees. σ represents
the standard deviation of the Gaussian function of the Gabor
kernel along the directions of the coordinate axes x and
y (the Gaussian function is a normal distribution function,
the smaller σ is the more values concentrate the distribution
around the expected value, and the larger σ is the more
dispersed the value distribution). In general, we think that the
standard deviations in the x and y directions are equal. The
parameter σ determines the size of the area that Gabor filter
kernel can accept and can’t be directly assigned, and its value
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FIGURE 7. Strip detectors with different directions.

is related to b (Bandwidth, that is, the difference between high
and low frequency) and λ. The relationship between the above
three parameters is shown in formula (4) [12].

σ

λ
=

1
π

√
ln2
2
·
2b + 1
2b − 1

(4)

γ in formula (3) represents the spatial aspect ratio that indi-
cates the ellipticity of the Gabor filter and determines the
shape of the Gabor function. ϕ represents the phase offset,
its value range is -180 degrees to 180 degrees.

C. DETECTION OF HATCHED LINE USING GABOR FILTER
We utilize the two-dimensional Gabor kernel function as a
Gabor filter to filter the raster map image so as to preliminar-
ily find the position of residential areas. To output the hatched
area of residential areas as much as possible, this paper also
uses Gaussian smoothing, erosion, image and-operation and
subtraction-operation to detect the internal hatched line of
the residential area. The process of detecting hatched line
in residential area is as follows (Figure 3 illustrated this
process):

(1) Using Gabor filter to filter the binary image (Figure 3a
is the original binary image). The hatched area is obtained
after filtering image (Figure 3b), but there are still some
disadvantages of the hatched area image (e.g., noise).

FIGURE 8. Experimental platform.

(2) The filtered image is successively processed by Gaus-
sian smoothing, binarization and erosion. Since the image
boundary of hatched area after filtering is rough and fuzzy,
the area of the hatched area is slightly larger than that the
boundary of the original residential area, and there is noise
in the hatched area image (see the Figure 3b). Therefore,
Gaussian smoothing, binarization and erosion are required for
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FIGURE 9. Experimental data: (a) map 1, (b) map 2, (c) map 3, (d) the identification result of map1, (e) the identification result of map2,
(f) the identification result of map3.

the image to correctly extract the starting point for boundary
tracking. The image processing result of this step is shown
in Figure 3c.

(3) The hatched line extraction. In order to get the internal
hatched line image of residential area, our algorithm needs
to do the following. Firstly, performing the and-operation
between the image after smooth and erosion and the original
binary image to obtain the hatched line image. Then, using
the binary image (Figure 3a) and the filtered image after
smooth and erosion (Figure 3c) to do and-operation. The
result is Figure 3d. After Figure 3c subtracted Figure 3d,
we can get the hatched line image where the hatched lines
are expressed in white and the interval areas of the hatched
lines are expressed in black (Figure 3e).

D. EXTRACTION OF RESIDENTIAL AREA BOUNDARY
The basic idea of the algorithm for extracting residential area
boundary is as follows. Firstly, it extracts the endpoints of the
hatched line: scanning the pixel of the hatched image line by
line to find out the location (/coordinate) of the first white
pixel (it is one of the pixels of the endpoint of the hatched
line). Taking the images in Figure 3 for example, the location
of the first white pixel is the location of red point in the
Figure 4a (a partial figure of Figure 3e).

Then it detects the starting point of boundary tracking: to
find pixel p0 (see Figure 4b) with the same location of the
endpoint (the scanned first white pixel) of hatched line on the
original binary image. Taking p0 as the starting point pixel,

considering the directions of the hatched lines are basically
45 degrees, and in general, there are no other adhesions in the
crossings between the hatched lines and the residential area
boundary. So we can get the first residential area boundary
point q1 (see Figure 4b) by tracking pixels along the northeast
45 degrees direction of the hatched line. Secondly, it carries
on the boundary point tracking. First, we take the boundary
point pixel q1 as the starting point to find the pixel q2 (see
Figure 4c) that connects q1 by judging the relationships of
the eight neighborhood pixel values. Then we take q2 as the
starting point to find the next boundary point (not including
the boundary point that has been found) connecting to q2 by
judging the relationships of the eight neighborhood pixel
values. In the process of boundary tracking, our algorithm
uses the relationships of neighborhood pixel values and the
designed strip detector (see section 3.4.2) to remove the
noises. By that analogy, the algorithm continuously tracks the
next connection point until the connection point is the starting
point q1. According to the above method, the traced con-
nection points are sequentially added to the boundary pixel
set. Finally, the algorithm creates a vector-based residential
polygon based on the recorded coordinates of the boundary
pixels.

1) EXTRACTION OF STARTING BOUNDARY POINT
Because the endpoint of the hatched line is in the interior of
the boundary polygon of the residential area, a 45-degree ray
that passes through the endpoint of the hatched line must be
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FIGURE 10. Detection of hatched lines in map 1: (a) the binary original
image, (b) the filtering result of Gabor filter, (c) the result of Gaussian
smoothing and binarization, (d) the result of erosion, (e) the clipped
hatched line image, (f) the hatched line image represented with white.

intersected with the external boundary of the residential area.
Based on the known endpoint p0 of the hatched line, firstly,
we calculate the pixel q0 that has the same coordinate with
p0 in the original binary image. Then starting from the pixel
q0 and taking a pixel as the step length to search black pixels
along the northeast 45 degrees direction. If the found pixel
is white, considering connection directions of some adjacent
pixels in the boundary of the hatched line are not always
45 degrees. Now we need to judge whether the white pixel
within the residential area or not so as to distinguish the
tracking point whether arrives in the boundary of residential
area. Here we adopt dynamic filling strategy to judge: with
the white pixel as the seed point, the white area connected to
it is filled with black, if the area of the filled area is less than or
equal to the threshold value Ts (Ts is estimated by artificial
observation, which is the maximum value of the white area
surrounded by two adjacent hatched lines and the boundary
of the residential area in an image), it shows the white pixel in

internal of residential area. After filling the white connection
area using black, we take the white pixel location as the new
starting point and regard a pixel as step length, and continue
to search for black pixels along the northeast 45 degrees
direction until we find a white pixel which connecting white
area is greater than the threshold Ts. Assuming the coordinate
of the white point pixel found at the end is (x, y), and its
pixel value is denoted as q(x, y). Let the tracking point goes
back a step length along the previous tracking direction, then
the tracking point in the new location is a residential area
boundary point, which coordinate is (x-1, y+1), but if q (x-
1, y) = 0 (black) and q (x, y+1) = 0 (black), in this case,
in order to improve the speed of tracking boundary points,
the pixel (x-1, y) can be directly set as the starting point for
tracking boundary.

2) THE METHOD OF TRACKING BOUNDARY POINTS
After calculating the tracking starting point q1 of the resi-
dential area boundary, to track the boundary points in the
original binary image. The steps and methods of tracking
the boundary point of residential areas are as follows: Let the
coordinate of pixel q1 is (x, y), and the pixel value of q1 is p
(x, y) = 0 (black). Starting from q1 (q1 is the initial tracking
point). Our algorithm searches a pixel (i, j) that is one of the
eight adjacent pixels and meets the conditions of formulas
(5-6) at the same time as the tracking connecting point q2.

p(i, j) = 0 (5)

p(i− 1, j) = 1orp(i+ 1, j) = 1orp(i, j− 1)

= 1orp(i, j+ 1) = 1 (6)

Then, we trace the boundary point connecting with q2. Fol-
lowing the above method to keep tracking the next boundary
point until the first starting boundary point is traced. If the
residential area boundary line only has two pixels width, it is
needed to judge whether the connection point is the inner
point of the boundary or the outer point (by judging the
area size of white connecting regions that connects with the
connecting point. Ts is the threshold), and keep the outer point
as the tracking connection point. If the found connection point
is a bulgy pixel, such as the C pixel in Figure 5, the pixel
should be regarded as a noise that to be removed. After
removing the noise, using the previous tracking point to track
the connection point again.

For the adhesions like roads or other objects connecting
with the boundary of residential area, this paper designs
a bar-shaped detector to detect the adhesion objects. The
principle is to calculate the number of black pixels that the
bar-shaped detector intersects with the binary original image
to determine whether the intersecting pixels belong an adhe-
sive object. If they are the adhesive noises, our algorithm
will deal with them as follows. As shown in Figure 6, there
are eight kinds of spatial position relationships between two
adjacent points on the boundary (the connection point C and
the previous connection point P).
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TABLE 1. Experimental parameters and results (N is the maximum width (pixel number) of the part where the adhesive object connects the residential
area).

A line segment with single pixel width starting at point C
and perpendicular to the PC is called a bar-shaped detector.
The line segment including n pixels may be on the left of

⇀

PC
or on the right of

⇀

PC , as shown in Figure 7.
In the detection process, starting from the point C, the pixel

values of the backup binary image are sequentially inquired
along the bar-shaped detector at the corresponding pixel loca-
tion. If the queried pixel is black, the number of intersecting
black pixels increases by 1. If the queried pixel is white,
taking the pixel as the seed point and filling the connecting
white area with black. If the area is less than or equal to a
certain threshold Ts (it indicates that the filled area is a blank
area inside the residential area), filling the original binary
image of the residential area, the number of intersecting black
pixels increases by 1. If the last accumulated number of
black pixels is greater than the threshold value N (it is the
customized noise size, which is defined as the maximum
width (pixel number) of the part where the adhesive object
connects the residential area), our algorithm keeps the point
C as the connection point. If the filled area is greater than the
threshold Ts (it indicates that the filled area is a blank area
outside the residential area), moreover the counted number
of black pixels is less than or equal to N, starting from the
point C our algorithm sequentially wipes off the black pixels
one by one in the original binary image along the forward
direction of the strip detector until the scanned pixel is a
white pixel. The main purpose of such treatment is to cut
off the other ground objects connecting with the residential
area. Finally our algorithm uses P to find the new connection
point again. If encountering a pixel that has been a boundary
point in the detection process (such a situation usually occurs
at the corner of the polygon of the residential area), it is not
necessary to erase black pixels along the stripe detector, and
this moment C is judged as the boundary point.

IV. EXPERIMENT, RESULT ANALYSIS AND DATA FUSION
To demonstrate the effectiveness and practicability of our
proposed method, we developed a program for algorithm
implementation and experiments, as shown in Figure 8. The
experimental platform adopted the Microsoft Visual Studio.
Net 2013 integrated development platform, and developed
program with C#.NET, ArcGIS Engine10.2, EmguCV and

Aforge.Net. The experimental computer hardware configu-
ration is of Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-6500U processor, 16GB
memory and 1000GB storage space.

We selected three typical residential areas images from
historical raster maps as the experimental data (Figure 9).
The data of Figure 9a is from the National Library of
Scotland website (https://maps.nls.uk/view/101457131). Its
map scale is six inches to one statute mile and its publica-
tion date is 1924. The data of Figure 9b is 1:50000 scale
topographic map (sample map, the second edition in 1979,
the map number is J-49-135-C, in 1979) from the web-
site (http://ngcc.sbsm.gov.cn/article/sjcg/dtxz/e/) of National
Geographic Information Center in China. The data of Fig-
ure 9c is from literature [7] (the map scale is 1:50000).
The data quality of the above experimental datasets are
poor, for example, fuzzy boundary of residential area, irreg-
ular arrangement of boundary pixels, symbol adhesion.
The boundary identification result of experimental data in
Figure 9 is given in Figure 10 (Figure 10a is the result of
Figure 9a, Figure 10b is the result of Figure 9b, Figure 10c
is the result of Figure 9c). Table 1 shows the experimen-
tal parameters and results of test data in Figure 9. Where
the identification rate is equal to the ratio of the number
of polygons identified by our algorithm to the number of
the hatched residential areas that people think the computer
could identify. We set the values of experimental parameters
according to data analysis and multiple experiments.

In our experiments, the relevant parameters in Gabor for-
mula were γ = 0.5, λ = 4, θ = π/4, σ = 2.24 (according
to formula (4), taking the bandwidth b= 1, in the meantime
σ = 0.56 ∗ λ) and ϕ = 0. To accurately locate the position
of residential area, the Gabor area was needed to be shrunk
properly using erosion operations to ensure it was situated
within the residential area. The image erosion used 3×3 filter
mask.

Figure 10 shows the detection process of hatched lines in
map 1. Figure 10a is the binary image of map1 (Figure 9a).
Figure 10b is the filtering result of Figure 10a using the Gabor
filter. Figure 10c is the result of carrying Gaussian smoothing
and binarization of Figure 10b in sequence. Figure 10d is
the result of carrying six erosion operations of Figure 10c.
Figure 10e is the result of and-operation of Figure 10d and
Figure 10a, which is the hatched line image that is cut out
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FIGURE 11. Detection of hatched lines in map 2: (a) the binary original
image, (b) the filtering result of Gabor filter, (c) the result of Gaussian
smoothing and binarization, (d) the result of erosion, (e) the clipped
hatched line image, (f) the hatched line image represented with white.

from the binary original image. Figure 10f is the result of
subtraction operation of Figure 10d and Figure 10e, which is
the hatched line image where hatched lines denoted in white.

Figure 11 shows the detection process of hatched lines in
map 1. Figure 11a is the binary image of map 2 (Figure 9b).
Figure 11b is the filtering result of Figure 11a using the Gabor
filter. Figure 11c is the result of carrying Gaussian smoothing
and binarization of Figure 11b in sequence. Figure 11d is
the result of carrying four erosion operations of Figure 11c.
Figure 11e is the result of and-operation of Figure 11d and
Figure 11a, which is the hatched line image that is cut out
from the binary original image. Figure 11f is the result of
subtraction operation of Figure 11d and Figure 11e, which is
the hatched line image where hatched lines denoted in white.

Figure 12 shows the detection process of hatched lines in
map 3. Figure 12a is the binary image of map 3 (Figure 9c).
Figure 12b is the filtering result of Figure 12a using the Gabor
filter. Figure 12c is the result of carrying Gaussian smoothing

FIGURE 12. Detection of hatched lines in map 3: (a) the binary original
image, (b) the filtering result of Gabor filter, (c) the result of Gaussian
smoothing and binarization, (d) the result of erosion, (e) the clipped
hatched line image, (f) the hatched line image represented with white.

and binarization of Figure 12b in sequence. Figure 12d is
the result of carrying seven erosion operations of Figure 12c.
Figure 12e is the result of and-operation of Figure 12d and
Figure 12a, which is the hatched line image that is cut out
from the binary original image. Figure 12f is the result of
subtraction operation of Figure 12d and Figure 12e, which is
the hatched line image where hatched lines denoted in white.

As shown in Figure 9, the method proposed in this paper
could identify residential areas with hatched lines, and that it
could effectively identify the hatched residential areas that are
adhered by road or other elements. Besides the identification
of boundary line was the outer contour line of the residential
areas polygons. The overall effect was good, and achieved
the expected effect. However, it was difficult to identify
the residential areas of relatively small area (area≤around
400 pixels) or where the number of internal hatched lines
less than three (just as the residential areas within red circle
in Figure 9a, which human also think are unrecognizable).
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FIGURE 13. Comparison of experiment results: (a) The identification
result of this paper; (b) The identification result of literature [7].

The main reason was that the hatched line could not be
detected. Besides, sometimes the bar detector could cause
the corner of residential area polygons to become smooth
(sometimes it would wrongly take some pixels on corner as
noises). In addition, this paper compared and analyzed the
experimental results.

(1) For the map 3 in Figure 9, we compared our pro-
posed method with the residential area identification method
based on structural feature in literature [7]. Figure 13 clearly
demonstrates that the identified boundaries (Figure 13a) of
our method have the advantages of complete boundary and
high position accuracy in comparison to the identification
result of literature [7]) (Figure 13b). In Figure 13b, the line
thickness of identified boundaries is different, which indi-
cates the positional accuracy of the boundary is uncertain,
however the boundary lines extracted by this paper are from
outlines of original residential area graphics and their line
thickness is one pixel. Moreover, the process of the proposed
method in literature [7] is complicated because it requires the

FIGURE 14. Comparison of experiment results: (a) Final result of
literature [9]; (b) Residential area boundary extracted by this paper.

FIGURE 15. Initial contour extracting results literature [12].

image processing operations including four-direction RLS
transformation, intersection and union, shrinking, expanding,
refining and so on.

(2) Comparing our method with the method of the litera-
ture [9]. As shown in Figure 14, we found that literature [9]
roughly extracted the regional range of the residential area,
instead of accurately extracting the residential boundaries.
But our method extracted clearer and more accurate residen-
tial boundaries.

(3) Comparing our method with the method of the lit-
erature [12]. Although both of them used Gabor filter to
detect hatched residential area, but the literature [12] required
for the hatched line to conduct refining operation in the
boundary extraction process in order to track the starting
point of the contour tracking. Refining could lead to fractured
and incomplete hatched lines, and the uncertain position of
starting tracking point. In addition, it stopped tracking when
encountering adhesive symbols, so it needed to connect the
fracture contour line in the late. Two initial contour extracting
results of literature [12] are shown in Figure 15. We may
find many fractured boundaries indicated by the blue circle
in Figure 16.

Furthermore, the connection of the adjacent endpoints of
the disconnected location depended on the manual setting of
the spatial search scope. And that it required the hatched line
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FIGURE 16. Application of data fusion: (a) Integrating the extracted residential areas with
Google aerial image, (b) Integrating the extracted residential areas with Google map.
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FIGURE 17. Data fusion of the identified result data of map 2 and aerial image.

to be detected must be connected with the contour line. But
the algorithm and strategy proposed by this paper overcome
the above problems. We can obtain the closed boundaries of
residential areas in most cases (as shown in Figure 9(d-f)).

Furthermore, we generated the ArcGIS-formatted vector
data by using the coordinate values stored in the coordinate
text file. And the extracted polygons of the residential areas
were processed by coordinate transformation, map projection
information configuration, vertex rarefying and right-angle
byArcMap (for example, using ‘‘generalize’’ tool in Advance
Editing toolbar for vertex rarefying) and some manual pro-
cessing. In the process we vectorized the St Nicholas Church
so that the map from different sources could be matched,
because the church hasn’t changed much. Then we integrated
the processed vector polygon data with aerial image and
map from Google Maps website. Figure 16 shows the data
fusion results. Where the red polygons are residential areas
and the St Nicholas Church. The blue lines connect the
possible identical entities from different data sources. Due to
the different cartographic methods, it is difficult for identical
entities from different data sources to overlap completely
even if spatial adjustment is made. From Figure 16 we can
know the distribution of residential areas in the region in the
1920s or before, and it is easy to see that great changes took
place in the region from the 1920s to 2018.

Analogously we modified the identified result data of map
2 in Figure 9b and integrated it with aerial image fromGoogle
Maps website. As shown in Figure 17. We may find that great
changes took place in this region except for one residential
area.

For map 3 in Figure 9c, possibly because of great changes
in topography and semantics, and lack of geographical coor-
dinate information, we cannot find accurate matching region
for map 3. Therefore, the data fusion does not be realized.

V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a new Gabor filter-based method for
automatic recognition of hatched residential areas. The valid-
ity and practicability of the method are verified by experi-
ments involving three typical data from Scotland and China.
Compared with previous methods, our method has some
advantages of high automation degree of extraction (e.g.,
when users input a color image and set several parameters,
the identified result image can be generated after clicking
the graphic recognition menu shown in Figure 8), complete
boundary, high position accuracy of boundary and high anti-
noise performance. In general, our method is suitable for
extracting the contour of the residential area with parallel
hatched lines toward northeast 45 degrees direction from a
scanned raster topographic map, not suitable for building
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extracting from remote sensing image. It can be easily used
for extracting residential areas with parallel hatched lines
toward other direction by adjusting algorithm parameter, and
it performs better for the raster map with high resolution (For
example, the image resolution is over 200dpi).

Moreover, our method also has disadvantages, such as it
depends on parameter setting, requires the close boundary of
residential area and cannot directly extract residential areas
from a complete map sheet. For these shortcomings, we need
to improve it in the future research work, to further improve
the adaptability and effectiveness of the method by increasing
the number of experimental cases and the range of experi-
mental areas. And it has the limitation of cannot extracting
the boundary of residential area with less than three parallel
hatched lines or with blurry filling texture. Besides, the auto-
mated methods of rarefying, smoothing and rectangularity
processing of vector boundary are still to be studied in the
next step. The proposed method in this paper is beneficial for
the application analysis of historical raster topographic maps
andmulti-source geographic information fusion, for example,
integrating the paper map and RS imagery, or integrating the
paper map and vector spatial data.
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